Hi there!
I’m Andy!

AND I’m
Kristin!

We’re the

Looneys!

We met while working for
NASA, but in 1996, we started
our own company…

and we published
a game called…
®

Fluxx is the card
game of ever-changing
rules!
We’ve sold millions
of copies in dozens of
Then we
different editions. started making
more games…
It’s our
biggest
hit!

™
A card game
about time
travel!

A card game
all about
dessert!
A fast
and furious
matching
game!

A game
about telling
tiny tales!

Versions of Fluxx
include everything from
Anatomy to Zombies!
Also, Batman™
and Doctor Who™!
Plus it’s been
translated into over
FIFteen different
languages!

We even published a
party game based on Mad Libs!
It’s __!!
ADJECTIVE

NOUN

There’s an adult
version, too, available
through a brand
for grown-ups called…

(Shhh!)

Does anyone even
have the MacGuffin?

But the greatest thing
we’ve ever made is called…

22 GAME
S FROM A
NOTHER

WORLD

AGES 8+
| 1-3 HR
S | 1-10
P L AY E R S

It’s a complete
board game library
in one box!
It contains 22
different games
and everything
you need to play
each one!

These pyramids
are what really
got me started as
a game designer.
In the summer of 1987, I
wrote a short story in
which I imagined an
exciting, unusual board
game played with colorful
little pyramids.
We became inspired to
create a real_life version
of the game I described, and
over the course of three
decades, it became more
than just a real game: an
endlessly growing set of
incredible new games!

Please check us out
on social media! Sign
up for our monthly
newsletter!

ANDY has invented
about 30 different
games for the pyramids,
but there are hundreds
of others created by
OUR friends and other
game designers. There are lots of
rules available free online!
One of the most popular pyramid
games anyone has ever created
is called Zendo. This game is so
good, we made a standalone
version of it!

Go online to watch
us play sample games
of all our different
products!

Also, I have a weekly
podcast with my friend
Keith Baker, called

The Download

and a blog called

Wunderland.com
I’ve been updating
occasionally
since 1997!

LooneyLabs.com

Thanks for
playing our
games!

